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Artist Impression Locky Sirens lock. The bulbous bow of a ship sails effortlessly between the sealing louvers Watergate

THE MAKING OF

LOCKY SIRENS

a revolutionary sea lock
Robert C. Smit, Dutch designer and inventor
unfolds details of Locky Sirens
English Translation: Rob den Heijer
How is Locky Sirens different from conventional locks?
What is involved in the engineering of Locky Sirens?
What benefits does provide Locky Sirens to the nautical world?
FAQ, publications, resources, and ...

HOW DOES THE AIR FIZZ SYSTEM WORK
• The PCT patent (global intellectual property protection) allows
showing more technical information in this brochure than in previous publications •

This is the logo of Unlocking Amsterdam, the project of which Locky Sirens is a part.
The video shows the creation of the logo.
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Locky Sirens, a Revolution!
Locky Sirens sinks ships
Causes collisions
And is nevertheless a revolutionary sea-lock

Locky Sirens replaces the operation of the lock chamber and second door set, which are part of
the conventional lock, with the application of air. Air in the form of air fizz is blown into the
floodwater, and elegantly replaces the expensive, slow-acting and salinization causing lock
chamber and second door set.
This brochure provides information about all unique aspects of Locky Sirens.
Conventional locks have been built for the last 11 centuries, following one and the same principle.
Chiao Wei-yo, the inventor, designed the first sluice in the 10th century for the Great Chinese canal
system. In this canal system, two lock gates were built at some distance from each other, with the
lock chamber situated in between. In this lock chamber, the water could rise to high water level or
drop to low water level. A ship floating in this water was raised or lowered so that it could travel from
low to high water, or vice versa, to continue its journey.
This is still how it works: the world of sluices applies sound, ancient systems. Safety and reliability are
of great importance. In the last decades, the century-long reign of conservatism gave way to a more
scientific approach, while engineering received a boost from advanced 2D/3D CAD (Computer
Aided Design) capabilities and sophisticated computer programs.
The world of water engineering reacted with curiosity to Robert C. Smit's revolutionary invention.
Engineers were impressed by the concept of Locky Sirens, but they also expressed skepticism toward
the system. Skepticism is understandable when one realizes that in Locky Sirens both lock chamber
and a second door set are removed. Every hydraulic engineer will frown upon the sight of such a
mutilation of a sluice. After all, the functioning of sluices always required two gates and the lock
chamber, as determined by the inventor Chiao Wei-yo.

Humor shows how 'old' is not always 'best'
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Robert C. Smit, Inventor
Robert is an inventor and designer of technical illustrations
commissioned by companies like Tata Steel
'And then there was the vision of a broom'

Robert C. Smit

True innovation comes from seeing through new eyes, by thinking ‘out of the box', and by paying
attention when wondrous things are showing up. When Robert strolled along the large sluice of
IJmuiden, space and atmosphere of the landscape around him seemed to change. He mentally
experienced an immense broom*, without the handle, lying upside down on the bottom of the North
Sea Canal and, emerging from the water, the waterway closed across its entire width. Water could no
longer flow from one side of the brush to the other side. Right through that brush, a large ship was
navigating ...

Locky

Sirens

was

born !

Robert discovered how the new North Sea Lock at IJmuiden
could be built according to a cheaper, faster and more efficient concept,
a concept that also prevents salinization.
He developed his revolutionary sea-lock invention, had the design protected by a patent, and
established contact with CEO's and engineers at Rijkswaterstaat and large water-engineering
companies. Meanwhile, he invited NRC Handelsblad, an important newspaper in the Netherlands,
and other media to publish his discovery. Recently, one of the major Dutch companies offered to
build a scale model of Locky Sirens.

* See further down in this brochure
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Index
1-

Publications (p.5)

NRC Handelsblad, Telegraaf, Noordhollands Dagblad and IJmuider Courant
published extensively on Locky Sirens.
Robert produced information sheets and websites Unlocking Amsterdam and Locky Sirens.
Flyers* were sent out, investors made a patent request possible.
PCT status was requested; Locky Sirens is now protected worldwide.

Video Animations (p.9)

2-

Robert has produced and published five video animations.
A sixth video animation, tailored to this brochure, is in preparation.
3-

Invention (p.10)

Essence of the concept.
4-

Engineering (p.12)

Locky Sirens engineering aspects.
5-

Nautical Aspects (p.16)
Locky Sirens nautical benefits.

6

Bubbles Bubbles Bubbles ... (p.18)
Operation of the air fizz system.
7-

FAQ (p.23)

Important questions from the construction and shipping world.
8-

Resources (p.32)
Consulted Sources.

9-

WDR / Westdeutsche Rundfunk Köln (p.33)
Heiner Wember (WDR) interviewed Robert.
10-

Data Robert C. Smit (p.34)
Information Robert C. Smit.

* Anyone who is considering supporting the project can ask for the Investment Flyer by email.
Investors receive a multiple of their deposits returned upon successful completion of the project (see information in flyer)
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Publications
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This page and the following pages show publications
as they appeared in the national press

Publication Noordhollands Dagblad
Double tabloid, 4 editions (out of 7), Saturday, March 22, 2014
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Publication NRC Handelsblad Science Edition
Tabloid - Saturday, June 7th, 2014
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Publication The Telegraph
1/3 Tabloid - Saturday, November 29th, 2014
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Publication IJmuider Courant
1/2 Tabloid - Thursday, February 5, 2015
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Video Animations
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Produced and published Video Animations

Introduction

Poetry

Locky Sirens

Locky Sirens

Lock Chamber

Technique

vs. Locky Sirens

Locky Sirens

Water & Air

in Locky Sirens
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The vision that revealed Locky Sirens: an upside down broom in the North Sea Canal

The Invention

3-

Discovery, construction and operation of Locky Sirens
Albert Einstein:
To know what is possible tomorrow,
you must step outside of what is possible today
Discovery
After Robert had followed Einstein’s advice, and after having seen his vision, he spared no effort to
shape his revolutionary concept and introduce it into the maritime and nautical world.

Improvements
When compared to a conventional lock, Locky Sirens offers important advantages. For one, it comes
at only a third of the price, it takes 4 times less construction time, needs 20 times less building
materials such as reinforced concrete, and in actual operation Locky Sirens is capable of transferring
even the biggest ships to the required level 15 times faster. A conventional sea-lock causes
salinization of the hinterland, Locky Sirens puts a definitive stop to salinization (page 18 2.7
Water).
An additional advantage is that Locky Sirens makes sure that ships do not have to wait, greatly
reducing the harmful emissions of their idling engines. This is a great advantage for public health.

The elimination of the Lock Chamber
The qualities of the revolutionary lock are shown in various video animations Robert has produced.
One of these videos clearly shows the differences between conventional locks and Locky Sirens.
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Locky Sirens brings the ship from high to low tide and vice versa in a cleaner and faster way, by
means of air fizz.
Air fizz? Yes, bubbles! Air in water is able to raise or lower even the largest container ship by a
meter... This is the only function of the lock chamber of a conventional lock system: to raise or lower
the ship! Locky Sirens does not need the lock chamber, therefore a second door kit is unnecessary.
What remains as a functional lock is a single set of doors and an air fizz system, together called
Locky Sirens. The air fizz system is active at the high water end.

The big question
How is air fizz able to take over the function of the conventional lock chamber? How is it possible
that millions of air fizz bubbles can perform the same task as millions of pounds of reinforced
concrete?
The secret lies in the density of water. Air fizz is able to reduce the density of the high water in
which a ship floats. This also reduces buoyancy capacity of the water, lowering the ship exactly
as much as is needed to bring it to the level of the low tide water. Locky Sirens fixes this 3
times cheaper, 15 times faster, and 50 times cleaner than the conventional lock chamber.

Efficiency
Having to wait for hours: once to get into a port and one to leave, burning fuel to bring the ship to a
full stop in the lock, and then burning even more fuel to bring the ship back up to speed, costs a lot
of money to a ship-owner.
Only 4 minutes are needed to move a ship through Locky Sirens. 4 minutes, without any
deceleration or acceleration. Construction costs and construction time are also much less in Locky
Sirens. For a comprehensive price idea of the construction costs, see page 15.

Endless Lock Chamber
The length of the lock chamber of a conventional lock determines the maximum length of a ship.
This is a disadvantage of the conventional lock. Locky Sirens has no length limitation because of the
lack of a lock chamber. Ships of any length can pass.

Global Implementation- Building into existing lock sites
Locky Sirens can be implemented in any existing lock worldwide, which makes it commercially
interesting for companies to build. The new system of the faster and more efficient Locky Sirens
takes over the task of the old lock, while both conventional doors remain open, so as not to be
an impediment to navigation and transport.
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The above illustration shows the top view of an inland water Locky Sirens
Until the year 2035, the Netherlands needs fifty floodgate replacements
This video animation (start watching at 2m 12s) shows how this lock system works

Engineering

4-

Locky Sirens is Beauty & Simplicity
In recent years, much research has been done into the phenomenon of 'lock'. There are the concepts
of Falkirk sluice, Gel sluice, Tilt sluice and Foldable floodgate.
Locky Sirens is a concept that excels in simplicity and elegance. While the architectural footprint of
Locky Sirens measures 20x155 meters, the footprint of the new sea-lock in IJmuiden measures
580x155 meters. The construction time of Locky Sirens is one year, that of the conventional lock is
four years. The cost difference amounts up to hundreds of millions of euros.

Parts List of Locky Sirens
Locky Sirens consists of a door-set with hinged door sealing louvers, air fizz system, air compressors,
a door moving control system and sheet pilings on both sides of the waterway. An advanced fender
allows ships to pass Locky Sirens safely and quickly.

Sea Lock and Inland water Lock
There is a distinction between sea locks and Locky Sirens inland water locks, as shown in this video
animation, and on the images above and below.
The inland water sluice has a simpler structure than the sea-lock. The sealing louvers of the inland
water sluice are attached to a rigid pivot point, while the sealing louvers of the sea-lock are
attached to a moving lock-door set. The function of a sea-lock is to regulate greater high/low tide
differences between salt water and fresh inland waters, while the inland sluice deals with fresh inland
water on both sides, and usually takes care of a smaller difference in high and low tide. In some river
delta areas with low tide differences, Locky Sirens could function even without the air fizz system.
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Water Flow Layout
Ships that pass through Locky Sirens approach the lock via a waterway that is lined with sheet-piling,
several hundreds of meters long. The water inside this waterway will be supplied with air fizz during
the passage of a ship. Situated on both sides of the waterway are overflow areas, into which the
excess water - filled with air fizz - will flow (see diagram below).

Schematic representation of a sea lock rolling shutters fitted blinds; see this video and the next

The sheet pilings keep the air fizz around the vessel stable by preventing undesirable swirls in the
body of water. In addition, they ensure the water flows back into the waterway only after some time,
using of a long detour.
This ensures the air fizz around the vessel remains there for 4 minutes; this is the time a ship
needs to pass Locky Sirens. This watermanagement functions most efficiently when mass/inertia of
the slowly moving body of water is substantial. (See illustration of mosquito and elephant on page
18)

The lowering of a Ship
The air-filled body of air fizzed water lowers the ship as far as is necessary, to the low water level. This
will prevent the ship to fall from a waterfall.
Conversely, when a ship sails from the low water level to the high water level, the floodwater is
already equipped with air fizz before the ship sails into it, so that the ship meets a high water that
feels equal in mass and density to the water the ship is already in.
This way, air fizz realizes in 4 minutes, where the conventional lock chamber takes a full hour!

Concept
This brochure describes the basics of Locky Sirens, and the concept of its operation. It discusses the
sailing trajectory, lined with sheet piling, which amount of air is needed, and the size and shape of
the rollers that are attached to the sealing louvers.
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New Technology
A new concept as Locky Sirens requires new technology. Our modern technology has produced new
materials which by their strength, lightness and resistance to corrosion are excellent for Locky Sirens
floodgates and her sealing louvers. Joints that could be implemented in these sealing louvers are
already being designed by key engineers in the Netherlands. Research of the air fizz system is
essential because never before air has been used in this way to replace the lock chamber.

Diffuse Watergate
A detailed description with illustrations of the air fizz system can be found in the chapter titled
'Bubbles Bubbles Bubbles ..." (page 18). The phenomenon of the 'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate' is
also discussed in this chapter. The 'Diffuse Air Fiz Watergate' is a body of water, filled with air
fizz, that prevents the canal water from flowing into the direction of the water where it would
disturb the air fizz effect of sinking the ship partially.

Watergates
The doors of Locky Sirens are half roll-up doors, touching in the middle of the fairway, and closing
the waterway when they do. The doors are made wider than the conventional roll-up door, as they
also open and close when there is a water level difference.
The conventional sea-lock roll-up door can only be opened when the water at both ends of the door
is at an equal level. The door of Locky Sirens has a broader base, which is additionally weighted with
ballast placed on rollers. The rollers ensure that the inertia of the ballast does not stop the smooth
movement of the watergate.

Moving Along
At the high water end, the doors are designed slightly askew downwards, preventing head-on
collisions of waves. In heavy weather, vertical hinged sealing louvers also act as a shock absorber; the
sealing louvers dampen any abrupt water motion, the way reed bends with strong winds. Bending
prevents breaking or malfunction.

Floodgate Control System
The movement of the sealing louvers may be, in terms of control, self-controlling because the bow of
a ship gently pushes against the rubber sealing rollers. Especially when the stern of a ship passes
with its propeller and rudder, doors and sealing louvers are driven by engines. In this way,
contact between the doors provided with sealing louvers, and propeller and rudder, is prevented.

Locky Sirens Price Structure
See next page.
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Locky Sirens Price Structure
Price indication of a Locky Sirens sea lock.
Lock Width:
Depth lock:
Length: not applicable
Biggest Drop:

70.0
18.0
xx.0
04.8

meters
meters
meters (in practice: unlimited)
meters, at springtide/storm

A version provided with 12 sealing louvers per floodgate, 1.9 m height and
13.5 m length from rash pivot in the floodgate (27 m total length).
This type of Locky Sirens is capable of transporting largest ships, and any
future length of ships, for Locky Sirens isn't limited by lock chambers.
The initial costs for research and development will be a fraction of the
construction cost of a conventional sea lock.

Amounts in millions:

Watergate Main

€ 30.0

x 02 pieces

€

60

Watergate excl. sealing louvers

€ 25.0

x 02 pieces

€

50

Louvers excl. sealing roller

€ 01.0

x 24 pieces

€

24

Sealing roller 1.9 m x 3 m diam.

€ 00.5

x 24 pieces

€

12

Control sealing louvers

€ 00.5

x 24 pieces

€

12

Control floodgates

€ 12.0

x 02 pieces

€

24

Compressors

€ 00.5

x 10 pieces

€

05

Air fizz pipes etc.

€ 25.0

x 02 pieces

€

50

Excavation

€

33

Other costs (fenders etc.)

€

25

Total cost (watch from 0m44s) Locky Sirens

€ 295

Costs for an inland water lock (watch from 2m12s), with a 24 meters broad waterway, will be a quarter of the sea-lock version.
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Ship approaching the lock at IJmuiden; frame from the video animation

Nautical Aspects

5-

Will a ship navigate sufficiently stable in
Locky Sirens air fizzed water?
Stable Air Fizz Water
Navigating a ship in Locky Sirens air fizzed water is completely stable. Actually this is what happens:
Ships do not float in air fizzed water, but in water surrounded by air fizzed water.
The air fizzed water is located in a strip around the ship, not under it! In Locky Sirens, the body of
water beneath a ship is very stable and contains no air fizz. The water flows away under the ship in a
controlled way, causing the ship be lowered gently.
In a conventional lock, draining of water will also take place, but with this great disadvantage that the
water flows through a limited number of ports and sewers, which results in swirling and unintentional
water movements, upon which the ship reacts by moving itself.

Pleasant Water management
An important aspect of Locky Sirens for the maritime world is that she very efficiently handles
the water, in contrast to the conventional lock, where water is passed back and forth in a timeconsuming way, and with a lot of turbulence.
Air fizz ensures water around the ship gets a lower density, and according to the laws of physics, is
gradually pushed away by the water from below the ship. Locky Sirens transports water only where
the operation of a lock makes it necessary: beneath the ship!
That water can drain away very gradually and equally, on both sides of the ship, without disturbing
the ship or producing swirls.
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Smooth Flow
In Locky Sirens draining and inflow of water takes place evenly and very efficiently, across the entire
length of the ship. No turbulence arises, nor any delay in discharging water, as is the case with the
conventional lock chamber.
In the lock chamber of a conventional lock, the water level changes by draining the water through
long sewers or floodgate ports. The water makes this long detour, or is only entering on one side of
the lock chamber, increasing charge or discharge time, and making swirls in the water in which the
ship floats inevitable.

Confidence
Application of Locky Sirens requires a different approach by the lock-managers. Perhaps this
brochure may be a first step in providing a sufficiently convincing insight and confidence in the
sector, by clearly demonstrating how Locky Sirens is at least as safe and effective as conventional
locks.

Unmanageable?
Passing through Locky Sirens has no adverse effect on the navigational capabilities of a ship. Both
propeller and the ship's rudder are in plain water, because the air fizz is generated only on the side of
the ship. This makes navigating equally safe as navigating in a conventional lock.

Air in Cooling System
How is entering of air from the air fizz system into the cooling systems of engines prevented? The
inlet of cooling water of ships is located where air fizzed water does not flow. This makes false air in
ship's cooling systems a non-issue.

Keeling over
Will a large vessel keel over, or even capsize, when for example a failure of one of the air
compressors creates an unbalanced air fizz supply?
Assuming a vessel experiences a reduced upward pressure by the effect of the air fizzed water of less
than 10 percent in comparison with ordinary water, and an air fizz system is constructed in such a way
that only a very slight inequality will be possible between port and starboard, a ship will only tilt up
to 0.2 of arc degrees. Just to get an idea of 15 arc degrees, watch this video (2m50s)...
This means that a large ship of 50 meters width will be 3 inches deeper in the water on the starboard
side, and 3 inches higher on the port side. However, thanks to an ingenious system, the air fizz on
both sides of the fairway will always be completely identical in its effect.
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A toy boat does not sink by air fizz, an ore carrier does, as mosquito and elephant above show the same reaction

Bubbles Bubbles Bubbles...

6-

Details of the air fizz system
Actually, can enough air fizz be generated?
Deep Breathing
How much air, in the form of air fizz, is needed to transport a 300 meter long ship in Locky Sirens at
high tide, when the difference in the tide measures 1.50 meters? (the difference between high and
low tide in the sea lock at IJmuiden). A calculation follows below.

Rise Speed Bubbles
The Flemish Marine Institute (VLIZ) drew up a table (see in the docx file, downloadable from the link
on page 5) which shows that the average rising speed of air fizz is 27 cm per second.
If we want to provide sufficient air fizz in the waterway during 240 seconds - the time a ship needs to
pass Locky Sirens - we will need a water column of air fizz which is equal to the amount the air fizz
travels in 240 seconds. In 240 seconds, air fizz travels a distance of 64.8 meters (27cm x 240 s).

Air fizz 10 Percent
To calculate how many cubic meters of air we need in total during the passage of one ship, we
imagine a column of water of 64.8 meters filled with 10 volume percent of air. So we need a quantity
of air of 6.48 meters high, with a width and length yet to be determined. With this percentage, a
ship sinks 10 percent, which for a ship with 14 meters of water depth means lowering the ship
by about 1.40 meters, which is the height difference with which we need to lower the ship to
prevent a ship an undesirable waterfall-like jump at high tide. We will discuss the amount of air fizz in
more detail at a later stage. Right now we will discuss the water zones that Locky Sirens needs to
transport vessels efficiently.
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Three Air fizz Zones
Locky Sirens works with three separate air fizz zones, as shown in the illustration on this page and the
next.
The largest air fizz zone covers the full width of the waterway, with a length of 30 meters, a width
of 70 meters and a depth of 18 meters. It acts as a 'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate' (see below) as well
as effervescent water with a reduced density and hydrostatic pressure. In the illustration, the air fizz
zone is shown as a light green oval. The way through the water is the trajectory as shown in this
video animation.

This picture shows what the 'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate' looks like (the light green oval)

Two elongated air fizz zones are located between sheet-pile wall and ship, running along the full
length of the ship, as shown in the schematic cross-sectional representation on the following page.

Mighty Air (Mighty Air, title of the scene in the video animation)
The air fizz of the first zone, that of the so-called 'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate', is blown in from the
bottom of the waterway. The air fizz on both sides of the ship is blown from a few meters below the
surface. Only the top few meters of this water need a reduced density, in order to achieve the
desired negative buoyancy.
The water under the boat is not supplied with air fizz. This water indeed carries the ship, but
will naturally flow out along the sides of the ship and waterway, when thanks to air fizz, the
hydrostatic pressure of the surrounding water is reduced.
The surrounding air fizzed water, forced by the law of communicating vessels, has no power to stay
where it is, because it is displaced by the ordinary water that moves into the overflow areas on both
sides of the fairway. This ordinary water includes water that is pushed away from under the ship,
causing the ship to be lowered.

Moving Air-bubble Zone
To keep the momentum going, an air fizzed water body is needed that moves along with the ship,
and keeps its position relative to the stern or the bow of the ship for a few minutes, depending on
the direction of the ship: towards high tide or low tide water. The function of this air fizzed zone is
twofold:
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(1) When the ship sails from low tide into the high tide water, it will refuse to sail against a massive
wall of water at the position where the ship’s bow meets the high water, but will not resist water
which is of a lighter density, which presents characteristics equal to low tide water, in which the ship
is sailing.
(2) The function of the air fizz zone is to form a barrier, a kind of diffuse floodgate, which prevents the
fizzed water at the high tide side to be replaced by the water of the fairway. Actually, this body of air
fizzed water, which has a length of 30 meters and a width of 70 meters, acts as a second floodgate.
Not a floodgate of steel, wood or modern concrete, but consisting of water, which is moved upward
by the air fizz.
The water in the fairway which, moving in the direction of the lighter combination of water and air, in
accordance with the law of communicating vessels (because this lighter water will give way to heavier
fairway water), will be only partially succeed in displacing the lighter water and set aside to drive
away. By the time the water from the waterway has replaced the fizzy water completely, this water
itself will have been transformed into fizzy water by the constant supply of air fizz from the waterway
bottom, and will itself be forced upwards and then sidewards into the water-overflow area along the
fairway!

Diffuse Floodgate
The principle of the 'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate', is that canal water will continuously try to take
over the position of the diffuse floodgate, but while doing so it is itself transformed into air fizzed
water. Water, flowing across an area in which air fizz is blowing in from the bottom, will inevitably be
filled with air fizz, and thus is no longer capable of pushing away air fizzed water which is at a short
distance, because of its decrease in density. The 'lighter bodies of water' that are created in this way
will also lower the ship lightly.
The principle through which the air fizzed water is not pushed away by the canal-water, is also
founded in the inertia of the water system. The essential 'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate' function preventing the canal water from reaching the air fizzed water in which the ship is lowered - finds itself
in the transformation of lateral pressure to an upward pressure movement. The final upward pressure
is based on the powerful insufflation of sufficient air fizz.
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For a visualization of the organic combination of forces, let's do a thought experiment:
Imagine, the air fizz would be blown in from the bottom into the water with such power that
this 'storm' blows away the water completely; what would the system do? The canal-water would
constantly flow into the air fizz hole with its much lower density, but it will immediately be blown
away by the stormy air fizz. The core functioning of the Diffuse Floodgate is the blowing away of the
approaching flow of canal-water. When we reduce the exaggerated proportions of the thought
experiment down to the real life situation, we see that the constant insufflation of air fizz from the
bottom of the waterway moves oncoming canal-water upwards, and makes it flow away into the
sides of the water-overflow area. The hydrostatic pressure of the water against the lighter air fizzed
water is, as it were, bent upwards, and then disappears in a constant progression alongside the
waterway. The air fizzed water in which the ship goes to a somewhat lower depth is capable, by this
'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate', to perpetuate the lowering effect for at least 4 minutes, the time a
big ship needs for a transition in Locky Sirens.

Pressure
As mentioned above, the Locky Sirens 'Diffuse Air Fizz Watergate' actually exists in the form of a
steady upward air fizz-provided water body, which moves away laterally. The content of this body of
water is 37,800 cubic meters, of which 10 percent must be air fizz. This equates to a total air fizz
volume of 3,780 cubic meters.
This air fizz must be active for 240 seconds, ensuring a ship to be lowered by 1.40 meters because of
the reduced density, during its 4-minute passage. Because air fizz in water rises at a velocity of
about 27 cm per second, and the water level in the fairway at IJmuiden is 18 meters, the air fizz
will reach the water surface and disappear in the air after 67 seconds. To achieve the required
percentage of air fizz in the water during 240 seconds, the air fizz quantity has to be blown in
about 3.6 times (240/67). This represents a total volume of air fizz of 13.745 cubic meters for a
transition of a large ship in 4 minutes.
The pressure at 18 meters water depth is 1.8 bar. An air bubble entered at a depth of 18 meters will
have twice its original volume when it has traveled half of the distance upward. At a depth of 9
meters, only 0.9 bar of pressure remains. In this calculation we can therefore assume an average air
fizz pressure of 0.9 bar. A calculation shows that this is equivalent to 952 cubic meters of air
compressed at 13 bar. The air fizz needed to start-up the air fizzed field is disregarded here.
However, the energy to start up the air fizzed field must be increased by a quarter.

Compressor
A compressor with an output of 125 hp/90 kW delivers 12 cubic meters of air fizz per minute at 13
bar. This compressor will need 80 minutes to provide sufficient air fizz for a ship which needs to be
lowered by 1.50 meters.
When using storage tanks, enough air fizz could be stored by one compressor. When Locky Sirens
should have to transport three ships every hour, 4 or 5 compressors must be used. The current
number of daily ships transitions is for the large sea-lock in IJmuiden only 15. Multiple compressors
will ensure continuity of the air fizz system.

Reliability
So, one compressor can transport a ship in Locky Sirens in 80 minutes at a low/high tide difference of
1.50 meters, which is the average maximum flood height at IJmuiden. For reasons of operational
reliability, several compressors must be installed. Assuming the installation of 10 units, Locky Sirens
can transport a ship every 8 minutes (even if the high tide would constantly be 1.5 meters!), which
would mean 65,700 large ships annually. The current large sea-lock at IJmuiden yearly has 5310 ships
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transitions (page 73). The planned new conventional type of sluice has a maximum annual capacity of
8,760 ships. Locky Sirens can therefore handle the growth of shipping in the future with great ease.
If Locky Sirens would be used in the newly built version of the Panama Canal, in Nicaragua, this
would greatly facilitate the flow of maritime traffic. It would also be very beneficial to the drinking
water facilities in this country.

Energy Costs
The above calculations are based on a low/high tide difference of 150 cm, but on average the high/
low tide difference is only about 60 centimeters. See the chart below. The power consumption of the
air fizz system may be lowered accordingly.

Diagram of water levels at the lock of IJmuiden

The energy costs at the highest low/high tide difference will be € 27,- per ships transition, and
€ 10.75 at an average low/high tide difference.
The energy costs involved in the air fizz generation in the lateral zones over the entire length of
a ship will amount to approximately € 5.80, because of the lesser pressure requirements. The
total cost for generating an average ship transition will be € 16.55. (+ one-quarter start-up costs)
These costs will be lower if ships are transported at a small low/high tide difference, without using
the air fizz system! If bubbles rise more slowly in salt water than in freshwater, the energy
consumption could turn out to be even less. Furthermore it is most probably that the bubbles, in
such an immense field of billions of them, will slow each other down, resulting in an overall slower
rising of them, thus lowering the energy costs.
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Scale model of a folded paper house, as seen in the introduction video animation on Beauty & Simplicity

FAQ

7-

Frequently Asked Questions and their Answers
Besides inspiring questions that Robert was asked about the functioning of Locky Sirens, a dose of
healthy skepticism towards the concept was expressed.
In the publication in NRC Handelsblad, June 7, 2014 (see page 6 of this brochure) on Locky Sirens,
where Prof. Han Vrijling, emeritus professor of engineering at TU Delft, and Otto Weiler, an expert/
Advisor coastal works at Deltares, the research institute for water, soil and infrastructure, expresses
clear skepticism about aspects of the Locky Sirens concept:
'A ship in a Locky Sirens lock will not be able to sail stably, because the swirl of the air fizzed water
will make the ship drift off and makes navigating impossible; cooling systems of the ships engines
will sustain damage at the air penetrating the air effervescence system, and actually, the air
effervescence system will not work at all, because the air fizz in the water in which the ship floats will
flow more upward, nullifying the sinking effect the water with less density would have on the ship. '
The following pages contain a detailed description which, among other things, explains how
ships in Locky Sirens can navigate perfectly, how effervescent air does nót get into the cooling
system of ships engines, and why the air fizz system dóes work!
Additionally, a list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) and expressed skepticism about the
revolutionary lock system, and of course answers and explanations. Some answers to questions have
already been (partly) provided elsewhere in this brochure.
1- EIA

Results

Question: What does the the EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) say about the effects on the
environment that the projected large sea-lock in IJmuiden will have? The chapter 'Accountability to
the environment' reports that "The current IJmond environment already takes a relatively heavy
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environmental toll, and air quality is moderate. Through the use of the new sea-lock, the
environmental impact will increase. An important conclusion in the EIA is that with the construction
and use of the sea-lock, all legal requirements will continue to be met, provided that we take
measures for the so-called Natura 2000 areas and the water quality of the North Sea Canal (p. 9, 10).'
Answer: It is hoped that modern engines of larger ships sailing through the locks of IJmuiden will
cause less emission of pollutants in the near future. For the present, however, it seems realistic to
assume that larger engines will expel larger amounts of COx, SOx, NOx, hydrocarbons, PAKs and
other micro-pollutants into the environment. Around IJmuiden, the environment is already polluted
by production emissions of Tata Steel.
In addition, the newly planned lock causes almost twice as much salt to flow into the hinterland (in a
flood transition at the current large lock at IJmuiden, 50x400x1,5 meter = 30,000 cubic meters of
seawater flow into the North Sea Canal, whereas the planned new large lock will increase this to
70x545x1,5 meters = 57,225 cubic meters of salted water. The amount of sea salt carried by the
water that flows into the North Sea Canal equals 50 truckloads of 30 tons , for every ships passage!
2- Prevention

rather than Remedy

Question: What would the situation look like when Locky Sirens was built instead of the planned
conventional large sea-lock at IJmuiden?
Answer: Locky Sirens allows even the largest vessels to pass the lock within 4 minutes. The emissions
from ships engines would be greatly reduced because ships wouldn't stay for more than an hour with
engines running while waiting.
Through the application of Locky Sirens, the salt inflow would only be 2 to 3 percent, compared
to the salinization the current sea-lock at IJmuiden causes. The new larger sea-lock will even increase
the salinization up to 190 percent of the current amount! Another emission reduction results from the
fact that Locky Sirens requires millions of kilos less of concrete and rebar. The reduction in the
production of these materials elsewhere in the world will lead to a major reduction of emissions. This
means substantial savings on the environment, as well as material and finances.
3- Proven

Techniques

Question: Why is there so much striving for a healthier environment by, for example, 'IJmond
Environment Dialogue' (but no real answers or solutions are forthcoming), if the problems they want
to solve will be completely solved by building Locky Sirens?
Answer: Locky Sirens is still in its development stage, and needs further development and research. If
thorough R&D would be committed to the techniques used by Locky Sirens over the next two years,
the construction of Locky Sirens would still start at a relatively early date. Because of the short
construction period of the concept, this revolutionary sea-lock would be ready at an earlier date
than the planned conventional lock at IJmuiden!
4- Collision
Question: A collision of a ship with a floodgate, especially one of sea-lock and a large container ship,
can be disastrous. The damage is enormous and the repair-time unacceptable. The lock could be out
of order for weeks or even for months. During repair time, ships that are dependent on the waterway
are unable to reach their destinations. Locky Sirens seems an extremely sensitive system in case of
collisions because of her fragile sealing louvers.
Answer: Locky Sirens is immune to such disasters and is flexible in collisions! When a large ship is
accidentally bumping into Locky Sirens, the sealing louvers of the doors will easily move along on the
moment of first impact, and next the doors, in which the sealing louvers are located, will immediately
give way to the incoming ship. The damage to ship and floodgate will therefore be close to zero, not
affecting shipping and their destinations in the hinterland in any negative way.
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Tide combined with Storm

Question: Are the sealing louver doors of lock Locky Sirens not extremely vulnerable during spring
tide and stormy weather?
Answer: At spring tide, and at any time when flood water is pounding against the floodgate, Locky
Sirens has the ability to dampen the high waves with the sealing louvers, by moving along with
turbulent water. Moreover, the flood water side of the floodgate is constructed (tilted, like a seawall)
in such a way that the kinetic energy of the crashing water goes upwards instead of straight against
the floodgate, and the door will be pushed firmly into its foundation.

Variant (watch from 5m37s) of Locky Sirens sealing louvers in the form of a heart or lungs

6- Cheap

Breeze

Question: Doesn't it take a huge amount of energy to generate enough air fizz water, and
maintaining this throughout the passage of a large ship?
Answer: A calculation showing that the energy required to generate the required air fizz is limited to
€ 16.55 per average transition is shown on another page in this brochure. Among other things, this
has to do with the ingenious form of the air fizz water bodies.
7- Sturdy

Couple

Question: Can an existing conventional lock easily be merged with the Locky Sirens system?
Answer: Yes, Locky Sirens can be implemented virtually in every lock, worldwide. By this update
the conventional lock will then function as a real Locky Sirens, with all the benefits that flow from it!
8- Straight

Ahead

Question: Do the normative ships have the required power to sail in from the low tide at time of
flood?
Answer: The high tide reaches one and a half meter above the low tide, leading one to think that a
ship will experience problems entering the high water. However, the density of this high water is - by
the insufflation of air fizz - reduced exactly to the extent that a ship sailing into this water experiences
the same pressure, the same buoyancy, and a the same resistance as it experiences in the low tide in
which the ship is actually navigating. After the command "steady as she goes” the ship will actually
sail forward, and not be held back by the differences in tide.
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Defense

Question: A sea lock has two functions: (1) providing passages to ships, and (2) to protect the
country against the sea. How will Locky Sirens perform these important tasks?
Answer: How Locky Sirens takes care of a ships passage has been explained extensively in this
brochure. Legally, Locky Sirens is bound to have a backup system in the form of a second door. This
door is in use when Locky Sirens is temporarily out of commission, for maintenance and repairs. The
additional door should be there in case of a heavy storm. In situations where Locky Sirens will be
dealing with very large differences in high and low tide, a second Locky Sirens could be installed in
the waterway, working in tandem with the first one. As Locky Sirens is cheap, when compared to a
conventional lock, the financial consequences will be small enough in comparison.
10- Unsalted

Water

Question: How does Locky Sirens prevent salinization of inland waters?
Answer: An important aspect of a sea wall is the separation of salt and fresh water. When a salttongue is reaching too far into the hinterland, it has a major impact on agriculture and drinking water.
Especially farmers who grow crops and need water in the dry season, cannot use salted water
to irrigate their crops. Locky Sirens functions with floodgates that form an almost watertight seal,
even when transporting vessels, preventing the salty sea water to flow into the fresh inland water.
11- Aggressive

salt and maintenance

Question: Seawater is an aggressive medium, in which you want no hinged sealing louvers (see
skepticism NRC Handelsblad of 7 June 2014 - copy in this brochure on page 6.) "During storm
conditions, the closed floodgates at IJmuiden have to resist a high tide of up to five meters (1). This
requires extremely strong, high doors where niceties such as sensor-controlled sealing louvers cannot
be a practical solution (2). Apart from that, you also want to minimize moving parts (3), because in a
salty environment all things tend to rust away, so maintenance costs are high. You could, of course,
install a movable barrier or lock door (4), sacrificing your cost advantage."
Answer: (1) In the case of water heights reaching 5 meters, the storm barrier must be in position. No
lock, not even a conventional lock, will transports ships at such water heights. Locky Sirens does have
a floodgate construction that will divert waves, and the sealing louvers will still dampen the waves by
moving with sizeable waves. Still, as stated above, water levels of five meters high always require a
storm barrier.
(2) As noted, at times of 5 meter high tides, all types of floodgates should remain closed, including
conventional locks. This invalidates the argument that in extreme water conditions, movable sealing
louvers would not satisfy. Moreover, the Locky Sirens sealing louvers are no subtleties, but intelligent
and strong engineering constructions, that stand up to turbulent flood water in the way fragile reeds
are braving a storm. They bend but do not break.
(3) Saltwater is a fierce and aggressive medium. It is not friendly to materials that are exposed to it.
Our modern technology, however, is able to create materials and structures that are resistant to a
salty environment. If old-fashioned wheels of conventional roll-up doors are already capable to carry
out their heavy duties for many years on end, for the hinged Locky Sirens sealing louvers it will be
quite easy to pivot on the bottom of a conventional lock for a long period of time without any
problem. Moreover, we could introduce a new way of maintenance of the sealing louvers of Locky
Sirens, by building a completely removable sealing louvers cartridge, a kind of cassette which could
be reduce the maintenance operation to a few hours.
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(4) The additional floodgate or storm barrier does not take away the cost advantage benefit. Locky
Sirens costs only 30 percent of the conventional lock, and an additional storm barrier takes 15
percent, and so the cost advantage is still more than half of the cost of a conventional lock. In
practice, this means that an amount of 300 to 400 million euros could be saved when building
the new sea-lock at IJmuiden!
12- Won’t

ships break?

Question: Isn't there a risk that a large ship will break in two when it is halfway through the lock?
Answer: As seen in this video of a ship in high seas, a ship is capable of withstanding very high
bending forces, such as those caused by ten meters high waves. Compared to the high seas that
long ore carriers often experience on the oceans, the maximum decline of 1.5 meters in Locky Sirens
is in no way a problem.

13- Sucking

Waters

Question: When navigating close to an object, there will be a suction effect between the object and
the ship’s hull. This is similar to holding a lid just over the hole in the sink with your hand. The lid will
be sucked into the drain. Will this effect not occur at the sideboards and at the bottom of a vessel
when it passes Locky Sirens? Will this effect not adversely affect the stability of the sailing direction of
the vessel?
Answer: This effect will not occur, because in Locky Sirens there will be no substantial flow of water
along the ship's hull or bottom. Moreover, the effect of the sink stopper can be discarded, because
the hydrostatic pressure in both waters, high tide and low tide water, is more or less equal, especially
near to the bottom of the water. This is because the water is provided with a high percentage of air
fizz, which determines the density and thus reduces the weight of the water column, and hence
reduces the hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, course obstructing aspects are of no relevance, as
already indicated in the chapter on bubbles.
14- Other

applications of Locky Sirens

Question: How many different applications does Locky Sirens have in the area of locks and efficient
waterway management?
Answer: The concept can be used in sea-locks and in freshwater locks. The air fizz system is used in
both applications. But the concept can also be used in low tide level differences, as in the many river
deltas worldwide. When there is only a slight tidal difference, Locky Sirens can function without air
fizz system. Locky Sirens can be implemented in existing conventional locks. Locky Sirens can also
be used in areas where locks threaten the reserves of freshwater and drinking water supplies. In
these areas, Locky Sirens prevents precious drinking water from flowing into the oceans. For
example, the planned locks in Nicaragua, or those in Panama, which may lead to substantial
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ecological problems in both regions. Finally, Locky Sirens can be used in situations where a lock will
offer a small adjustable passage for migrating fish. A six week measurement showed that about 50
tonnes of fish from the North Sea migrated into the North Sea Canal.
15- Stormy

Transitions

Question: Does Locky Sirens dispose of additional techniques to transport a ship as safely as
possible, even in stormy weather?
Answer: Locky Sirens can be equipped with large swivel rubber wheels in the fender, making it easy
for a ship to maintain its track while passing Locky Sirens. These guides are like guardrails along the
highway. Locky Sirens floodgates adjust themselves automatically to the position of passing ships in
the waterway. When a ship is moving sideways, so it would leave the middle of the water, the sonar
sensors will register this and send signals to move the doors exactly in position, exactly at the middle
of the doors.
16- Safe,

even in a storm

Question: When a ship passes Locky Sirens during heavy storms, will it not tilt over due to the air fizz
system?
Answer: Not at all, on the contrary! In heavy storms, Locky Sirens will transport a ship more safely
than a conventional lock can do. By blowing extra air fizz to the ship's side where the storm exerts
pressure, Locky Sirens is able to compensate any tilt by reducing the buoyancy of the water on the
storm side, keeping the ship perfectly leveled.
17- Proven

Techniques

Question: Is Locky Sirens capable yet to build a sea-lock?
Answer: Sea-locks may only be built with techniques and materials that have proven their reliability
and performance in the past. As soon as Locky Sirens has acquired this status, she can safely
operate worldwide as sea-lock.
18- Liability

and security

Question: Is there an extra security risk during a ship’s transition in Locky Sirens?
Answer: When compared to conventional locks, Locky Sirens is just as safe, if not even safer. A
conventional lock has the disadvantages of the long after-effects of swirling masses of water in the
lock chamber, the waiting time of an hour, the necessity to dock at a hardwood decking, and the
time-consuming masting and unmasting procedure. One would rather avoid these actions and
interventions altogether.
In these respects, Locky Sirens is friendly towards ships and their owners. A ship passes in perfectly
still water, there is no tendency to drift or change course, as it is led by rubber wheel guides, almost
massaging the ship into the right direction. There is no fastening and undoing of anchor ropes,
because the ship passes Locky Sirens without the need of mooring.
19- Unstable

because of “false” air?

Question: Will the air fizz system make the ship unstable or cause disruptions in the cooling system
of the engines?
Answer: No, the air fizz system is not operating directly underneath the ship, but only at the front or
stern, and on both sides of the hull. This will not cause any instability of the vessel at all. Compared
to conventional locks, the ship sails in the exact same water conditions. The reason that no "false air"
will penetrate into the cooling systems of the engines is that there is no air at the side of the ship
which can be sucked into the cooling system. Moreover, marine engines are now cooled through a
heat exchanger system.
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Cannons

Question: What if the hinged sealing louvers are caught in a propeller, would there not be huge
damage to the ship and the sealing louvers?
Answer: Locky Sirens floodgates and sealing louvers are triple protected with sonar sensors that
ensure a collision with a propeller or other protrusions on the ship, such as a stability-fin, will never
happen. Most ships are sailing with their propellers and rudder deep below the water surface, where
there is no height difference and no water flowing, so that propeller and rudder will not be in contact
with the door.
Because of the lower density of the high water (caused by the air fizz system), water will hardly be
flowing from the high level to the low level, except for the upper half of the high water. Therefore,
there is no need to completely shut down the sealing louvers from 3 to 4 meters deep. In the upper
part of the water, the sealing louvers can already be closed as much as the proximity of the ship’s
propellers permit, so that water will not start flowing at a height difference of one and a half meters
between both tides.
An additional barrier to stop water streams may consist of powerful water cannons which are installed
on the sealing louvers. The water cannons will slow down the falling water.

Sealing louvers concept includes water cannons surrounding the passage opening

21- Is

the air fizz system always necessary?

Question: Will Locky Sirens only function with an air fizz system activated, or is it also possible to
transport ships without the action of this system?
Answer: In small tidal differences ships are able to navigate from high to low tide, says Otto
Weiler, Deltares (publication NRC Handelsblad – see also page 6 in this brochure.) Conversely,
navigating from low tide to high tide is limited in its possibilities. Especially with larger differences in
water height the air fizz system is indispensable. Moving from high water to low water without using
the air fizz system will save energy.
22- Stern

Backlash

Question: When the stern of a large vessel passes Locky Sirens, there is a temporary situation in
which no complete sealing takes place by means of the sealing louvers. How is a strong flow of water
prevented in this situation?
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Answer: The illustration shows that only a small portion of the waterway is not closed at the place
where the propeller and the rudder of the ship are passing (orange-colored part).
The orange area at 'A' is the position where Locky Sirens sealing louvers do not completely close the
waterway. At this position, it may be useful to install water cannons when the tidal difference
measures about a meter, reducing the waterfall effect.
At position 'C' in the orange area, the waterway is not completely closed, but at this area perfect
sealing is not very important. There is a more or less equal hydrostatic pressure of high and low tide
waters at this position: high water has a minimized density by air fizz, making both water bodies
approximately equal in terms of hydrostatic pressure at the position at 'C'. This means that even with
an aperture, no water will start to flow.
The green area marked with 'B' shows the breadth and depth of the waterway. This area is
completely sealed off by Locky Sirens sealing louvers and floodgates.

Sealing louvers in the green area keep away (watch from 1m18s) of ship's propeller and rudder

When a ship is carrying no cargo, it floats at a higher level in the water, and the propeller will
rise above the water level. Driven by triple-installed sonar sensors, the sealing louvers will be
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kept at a safe distance and water cannons will take over the sealing off-task. In such cases, the
gap in the closure is about 4 to 6 percent.
Another concept of sealing louvers is depicted in the figure below. Sliding sealing louvers (in blue)
are used in order to seal off the space between the ship's hull and Locky Sirens. Sliding sealing
louvers have the advantage that they hardly need water to move away when they change position.
They are, literally, easy to move. Of course, these sealing louvers may also be fitted with sealing
rollers, as shown on the rotating sealing louvers.

Sealing louvers variant. This design displaces just a small amount of water, benefitting the manoeuverability
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Consulted Resources
Bulbous bow
North Sea study
Sea entrances Gent Terneuzen study
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First Inventor Sea Lock
Deltares Lock Fill Course
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Waterways Summary
New sea-lock IJmuiden
NRC Handelsblad
Yearview Locky Sirens
PCT Patent Status
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Report Salinization
Environmental Impact Assessment
How Clean is the Nautical world
Biggest Container Ship
Capacity Analysis Inland Schelde area
Sea Lock Terneuzen
Foldable Watergate
Falkirk Sluice
Gel Sluice
Tilt Sluice
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Concrete Floodgates and Composite Lock gates
Flemish Institute for the Sea
Ascent rate Bubbles
Air Compressor
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/ West Deutscher Rundfunk Cologne

Heiner Wember (WDR) interviewed Robert
Heiner Wember, "Hörfunkjournalist 'at the West Deutscher Rundfunk Cologne, interviewed Robert
twice about Locky Sirens. The first interview is part of a program on the history of the North Sea. This
was broadcast on April 29th, 2015. The second interview will be a full Locky Sirens broadcast. In
particular, the technical and scientific aspects of Locky Sirens will get extensive coverage. The
broadcast date follows later in 2015.
Both programs also can be heard over the internet.

Heiner Wember is:
-

55 years, married, with adult daughters
A banker
PhD in history, author of the standard work "re-education camp"
Radio journalist - WDR time characters, WDR 2 date, WDR depth look DOK 5, Peace Counts, Culture Counts
Longtime TV journalist - WDR Current hour, NDR Panorama, ZDF Contemporary History, ARD Exclusiv, historical
documentaries
Lecturer - Academy of cooperatives, Konrad Adenauer Foundation
Media trainer - Zeitenspiegel Reportageschule Günter Dahl Reutlingen, WDR-history time
Awarded the Ernst Schneider Prize of the German economy in 2008
Member of the network "The Congress dances"
author
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This brochure and all content * were produced by (Studio) Robert C. Smit
Official Dutch version: March 16, 2015 Heemskerk / Netherlands
Partial publication: September 24, 2013

Robert C. Smit / owner at Studio Robert C. Smit

contact@studiorobertcsmit.com
Studio: Kerklaan 40
1961 GB Heemskerk
Netherlands
Websites Studio Robert C. Smit:
www.studiorobertcsmit.com
www.unlocking-amsterdam.com
www.citadelart.com
Chamber of Commerce: 34098679
Locky Sirens is a PCT patent protected invention
initiated and designed by (Studio) Robert C. Smit

* Content from external sources excluded
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